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As a new method of malevolent abuse of the court and of avoidance of the law, 
the false civil action has not been definitely confirmed in either the substantive law or 
the procedural law in China and the study of this problem in the field of the 
procedural law also remains at the initial stage. With the theoretical disagreements 
and juristic deficiency, the strong regulations on the false civil action are insufficient 
in the judicial practice and a growing trend towards more false civil actions can be 
detected. The social harm of false civil action has been increasingly distinct, which 
not only severely infringes the lawful rights and interests of the interested party and 
wastes precious judicial resources, but also greatly harms the judicial credibility. 
Based on such current situation as above, through the analysis of the false civil action, 
the study of its concept and features, and a proposal for controlling and regulating the 
false civil action and providing corresponding relief, this thesis aims to exert positive 
influence on the theoretical research and the judicial practice. This thesis consists of 
four parts. 
The first part intends to deal with the basic problems of false civil action, mainly 
discussing the problems about the concept and features of false civil action. In this 
part, two typical cases in practice has been chosen as chief source; the methods of 
case analysis and empirical analysis have been adopted comprehensively to analyze 
the interactional ways and process among all the subjects in the false civil action; by 
clarifying the features and by distinguishing the false civil action from other legal 
concepts, this thesis aims to define the false civil action. 
The second part intends to analyze the reason why the false civil action emerges. 
The false civil action depends on complex and various factors, including the human 
weakness and the deficiency of moral integrity in judicial area, as well as the multiple 
influences of the imperfection of legal system and the defect of the litigation pattern. 















controlling and regulating the false civil action. The false civil action abuses the 
litigant rights, damages the legal order and judicial credibility and authority, and 
infringes other people’s lawful rights and interests; thus it should be controlled and 
regulated. The controlling and regulating of the false civil action should be in 
accordance with the principle of not misusing the rights and the principle of honesty 
and credibility. 
The fourth part raises a legislative construction for controlling and regulating the 
false civil action. A direct controlling and regulating system should be constructed in 
terms of the substantive law and the procedural law and the security and relief system 
for the aggrieved party should be perfected. Therefore, the effective controlling and 
regulating of false civil action can be achieved. 
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妻偿还乙等 9 人借款本息共计 361 万元。在执行程序中，甲的一间房屋被
拍卖，各债权人按执行标的额的 23%受偿，乙等 9 人将分得的 84 万元执行
款还给甲，后因其他债权人反映原判决、调解有误，本案进入再审程序。① 
案例二：A 系 B（已外出避债）的债权人，因担心自己的债权无法实现，
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